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Brief Description of Undergraduate App.

● Web Application Form
○ Create a form to collect information on athletes 
○ Deliver Risk Assessment based on their answers

● Created for Professor Erich Petushek
○ Wanted to collect more information for his research on 

ACL injuries and prevention

https://www.mtu.edu/cls/people/faculty-allied-content/petushek/


Test Process and Setup

● Process
○ Consent and Pre-Test Questionnaire
○ Establish background of the application

■ For the professor to get research data
■ For the athlete to be aware

○ Test Scenario
■ You are an athlete at MTU, and you want to check your ACL risk.

○ Post-Test Questionnaire

● Setup
○ Conducted over Zoom
○ Participant used their own computer

■ Screen sharing and video of their face



Pre-Test Questionnaire

1. How interested are you in using an Application like this
○ Most answered that they were neutral or slightly interested

2. Have you ever used a similar questionnaire application in the past?
○ All answered yes

3. What do you expect from this application?
○ Easy, intuitive. 



Scenario One: Form Completion

● Tested
○ Complete the form in a timely manner
○ Understanding some of the language on the page.
○ Was the form intuitive?
○ Do you understand your risk based on your results?
○ Which visualization of your risk makes sense to you?

● Measured
○ Resulting form values compared to expected
○ Level of understanding of the questions and results
○ Ease of use
○ Results Visualization Clarity



Scenario One: Completion Results

1. Risk assessment matched expected values

2. Performing the task on this application took very few steps
a. Everyone answered “Strongly Agree”

3. It was easy to navigate the application
a. Everyone answered “Strongly Agree”

4. The visualization of risk on the results page was clear and descriptive
a. 2 answered “Strongly Agree”, 1 answered “Agree”

5. I would recommend this application to athlete friends
a. 1 answered “Strongly Agree”, 1 answered “Agree”, 1 answered “Neutral”

● Some notes:
○ Some participants questioned if 5 questions was enough to calculate risk accurately



Post-Test Questionnaire

1. What did you like about using the application?
a. Very straightforward and easy to use
b. Information [on the results page] was easy to read

2. What did you find confusing?
a. 3 said “Nothing”, 1 mentioned that they wanted a little bit more clarity from the webpage that it 

was about ACL injuries, to insure ACL is talking about knee injuries, and not something else.

3. What could be improved to increase the applications useability to you personally?
a. Gradient color graph could be better explained / better visuals
b. Didn’t understand that the Gradient bar ended at 2%, which is high risk. Number on the side 

contradicted with their thoughts on how at risk they are.

4. Did you understand how high / low your risk percentage is?
a. Sort of. What is the “out of 500” out of? What length of time, lifetime, before 40, during season? 

“What is considered high or low in a general sense? Versus shark attacks or plane crashes?”



Bug Report

1. Unintentional selection of answer
a. When using the form, if you select an answer that is not the top most selection, and you click on 

the question text or the info bubble on question 4, it will select the top most answer to that 
question.

2. Server Error
a. When using the form, if you do not select any of the sports in Question 1 and submit, the 

application will error and break. This could be fixed with some user validation of the form 
questions.



Online Testing Issues

● None, nothing that we ran into during testing. The simple form was very easy to complete 

online opposed to in-person. 



Recommended Changes

● Better visualization on the results page
○ Gradient bar needs more information to make it clear.

■ What does the White bar mean, where are the two ends as a percent?
○ An explanation of how the risk works.

■ During what time period?
■ During what activity? Training? Games?

● User Validation of the questionnaire
○ The webpage shouldn’t break if they forget to input a field.
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